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Abstract
In this paper, we present a scheme for robust scalable video multicast based on distributed source coding principles.
Unlike prediction-based coders, like MPEG-x and H.26x, the proposed framework is designed speciﬁcally for lossy
wireless channels and directly addresses the problem of drift due to packet losses. The proposed solution is based on
recently proposed PRISM (power efﬁcient robust syndrome-based multimedia coding) video coding framework [R. Puri,
K. Ramchandran, PRISM: a new robust video coding architecture based on distributed compression principles, in:
Allerton Conference on Communication, Control and Computing, Urbana-Champaign, IL, October 2002] and addresses
SNR, spatial and temporal scalability. Experimental results show that substantial gains are possible for video multicast
over lossy channels as compared to standard codecs, without a dramatic increase in encoder design complexity as the
number of streams increases.
r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Motivated by emerging multicast and broadcast
applications for video-over-wireless, this paper
addresses the robust scalable video multicast
problem. Examples of such applications include
broadcasting TV channels to cellphones, users
sharing video content with others with their
PDAs/cellphones, etc. Naturally, in a broadcast
setting, each receiving device has its own constraints
in terms of display resolution and battery life. Fig. 1
depicts this scenario where each device receives a
video stream corresponding to the desired spatial
resolution, frame rate and quality. In order to target
this class of applications, we need a video coding
framework capable of addressing several competing
requirements:
  Robustness to channel losses: The wireless med-
ium is typically unreliable. For this reason we
need to cope with medium to high probabilities
of packet/frame losses.
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1 scalability. In a multicast environ-
ment, the receiving devices are heterogeneous,
resulting in the need for a ﬂexible bit-stream that
can adapt to the characteristics of the receiver.
As recommended by the MPEG Ad Hoc group
on scalable video coding, at least two levels of
spatial and temporal scalability are desirable
along with SNR medium granularity scalability
(MGS) [3].
  Lack of ‘‘state explosion’’ at the encoder: Scal-
ability should not come at too steep a price in
encoder complexity. This means that the encoder
should not be forced to keep individual state, i.e.
keep track of the different reconstructed se-
quences that can be generated at the several
heterogeneous decoders, as is typical in a closed-
loop DPCM framework such as MPEG.
  High coding efﬁciency: While achieving the other
requirements, any video coding framework
should be reasonably competitive with state-of-
the-art non-scalable predictive coders, i.e. H.264/
AVC [4].
State-of-the-art closed-loop video coders such as
H.264/AVC are able to provide very high coding
efﬁciency by adaptively exploiting a very accurate
motion model on a block-by-block basis. Each
block is coded with respect to a single deterministic
predictor that is obtained by searching over a range
of candidates from current and previously encoded
frames. Furthermore, to avoid the well-known drift
issue the encoder needs to be in sync with the
decoder. Although the coding efﬁciency of this
scheme is very good as far as unicast streaming over
a noiseless channel is concerned, it fails to meet the
aforementioned requirements for video multicast
over wireless:
  Being tied to a single predictor, closed-loop
coders are inherently fragile in face of channel
loss. If the deterministic predictor used at the
encoder is not available at the decoder, i.e.
because of packet losses, drift occurs as encoder
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Fig. 1. Each device subscribes to a video stream ﬁtting its characteristics in terms of spatio-temporal resolution and quality. On the right
we show the group of picture (GOP) structure adopted in this paper. First, the base layer (I, B and P frames) is encoded. Then, a spatial
enhancement layer (IP, BP and PP frames) is built on top of the base layer. Lastly, a temporal enhancement layer is added (TP1 and TP2).
Solid arrows represent the motion vectors estimated at the base layer, which are also used as coarse motion information at the
enhancement layer. The other arrows point to the frame used as reference to build the side information at the decoder.
1Also referred to as rate or quality scalability.
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errors propagate until the next intra-frame
refresh is inserted.
  It is challenging to keep synchronization between
encoder and decoder while achieving scalability.
Two solutions provided by the standards, i.e.
MPEG4-FGS [5] and H.263+ [6] fail to fulﬁll the
requirements stated before: MPEG4-FGS adopts
a single loop scheme favoring a simple encoder
design at the price of a coding efﬁciency loss with
respect to broadcast. On the other hand, H:263þ
uses a multiple loop structure taking into account
the presence of different predictors at the
heterogenous decoders. Consequently, H:263þ
bit-streams suffer less of a hit in terms of loss
over the non-scalable case. However, the multiple
loop structure leads to added complexity and
limits the number of possible rates at which the
stream can be decoded
One approach to overcoming these limitations and
combating both channel loss and scalability issues
at once is to have a more statistical rather than a
deterministic mindset. This motivates the proposed
scalable solution based on PRISM [7,8] (Power-
efﬁcient, Robust, hIgh compression, Syndrome-
based Multimedia coding), a video coding frame-
work built on top of distributed source coding
principles. The PRISM codec is inherently robust to
losses in the bit-stream and signiﬁcantly outper-
forms standard video coders, such as H:263þ for
transmission over packet loss channels [9].
Although the theoretical foundations of distributed
source coding date back to the theorems of Slepian
and Wolf [10] (for lossless compression) and to
Wyner and Ziv [10] (for lossy compression) theo-
rems (see Section 2), PRISM represents a concrete
instantiation of these concepts to video coding. In a
distributed setting, when encoding two correlated
variables X and Y, it is possible to perform separate
encoding but joint decoding, provided that the
encoder has access to their joint statistics. To this
regard, the key aspect here is that PRISM does not
use the exact realization of the best motion
compensated predictor Y while encoding block X,
but only the correlation statistics. If the correlation
noise between any candidate predictor at the
decoder and the current block is within the noise
margin estimated at the encoder, the current block
can be decoded. Informally speaking, PRISM sends
speciﬁc bit-planes of the current block X, unlike
predictive coders which send information about the
difference between the block and its predictor, i.e.
X   Y. Consequently, in the PRISM framework,
every time a block can be decoded, it has an effect
similar to that of intra-refresh (irrespective of any
errors that may have occurred in the past). On the
other hand, for predictive coders, once an error
occurs, the only way to recover is through an intra-
refresh. Section 3 brieﬂy reviews the main concepts
of the PRISM framework.
Besides PRISM, other video coders based on
distributed source coding techniques and exhibiting
error resilience properties have also been proposed
[11,12].I n[12] the input frames are divided into
non-overlapping blocks, DCT transformed and
quantized as in intra-frame coding. The Wyner–Ziv
encoders sends parity bits of the source. The
decoder receives such parity bits and uses them
together with the previously decoded frames as side
information to decode the current frame. A feed-
back channel is needed to inform the encoder when
no more parity bits are needed. While PRISM
performs decoding of each block independently
allowing for motion search at the decoder, in [12]
the side information is built by pre-warping the
reference frame according to a coarse motion
information. This motion model is obtained from
a lower resolution and heavily quantized represen-
tation of the current frame as well as from intra-
coded high frequency DCT coefﬁcients.
Scalable video coding has been thoroughly
investigated over the last few years. In order to
overcome the aforementioned limitations that pla-
gue MPEG4-FGS and H:263þ, the MPEG Ad Hoc
group on scalable video coding has undertaken the
study of the most promising technologies capable of
addressing the scalability requirements while mini-
mally compromising the coding efﬁciency vis-a-vis
state-of-the-art non-scalable H.264/AVC codecs.
The coding architecture that has been chosen to
become the new standard is heavily built upon the
syntax and tools of H.264/AVC adopts a multi-
layered approach [13,14], where each layer improves
either the quality or the spatio-temporal resolution
of the decoded sequence. The coding scheme we
propose in this paper is partially inspired to this
architecture as it works in a multilayer fashion.
Recently, scalable video coders based on distrib-
uted source coding have been proposed in [15–17].
The algorithm of [15] is similar in philosophy to
MPEG4-FGS and the goal is to provide a progres-
sive bit-stream that can be decoded at any rate
(within a certain range). In [16] the coding mode is
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on a block by block basis in order to take full
advantage of the temporal correlation existing at the
enhancement layer resolution. In [17] a SNR
scalable extension of H.264/AVC is proposed where
distributed coding is used to prevent the ‘‘state
explosion’’ at the encoder. With respect to these
coding schemes these proposed solution targets not
only SNR but also spatial and temporal scalability.
Moreover building on the PRISM framework we
provide enhanced robustness.
As mentioned above, the proposed scalable video
coding solution is built on the PRISM framework
and is designed speciﬁcally to provide good
performance in the face of channel losses. While
the PRISM framework allows for a ﬂexible dis-
tribution of complexity between encoder and
decoder, in this paper we focus on the case when
most of the motion compensation task is performed
at the decoder and only part of motion search is
done at the encoder. This choice is motivated by the
recent results of [18], wherein it was shown (under
certain modeling assumptions), that the rate rebate
obtained by doing extensive motion search at the
encoder decreases as channel noise increases.
It is valid to question the utility of shifting the
complexity from the encoder to the decoder (or to
share it arbitrarily) when in a codec solution, it is
the sum of these complexities that is relevant. To
address this, we observe the following network
conﬁguration for the PRISM codec (see Fig. 2)
introduced in [7]. Here, the uplink direction consists
of a transmit station employing the motion-free
low-complexity PRISM encoder interfaced to a
PRISM decoder in the base station. The base
station has a ‘‘trans-coding proxy’’ that efﬁciently
tailors the decoded PRISM bit-stream for a high-
complexity motion-based PRISM encoder which is
interfaced to a low-complexity motion-based
PRISM decoder on the down-link. Alternatively, it
could also convert the decoded bit-stream into a
standard bit-stream (e.g. that output by a standard
MPEG encoder). The down-link then consists of a
receiving station that has the standard low-complex-
ity video decoder. Under this architecture, the entire
computational burden has been absorbed into the
network device. Both the end devices, which are
battery constrained, run power efﬁcient encoding
and decoding algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. We start by
summarizing the basic ideas behind Wyner–Ziv
coding in Section 2 and the PRISM framework in
Section 3. Section 4 thoroughly revises the proposed
architecture detailing how spatial, temporal and
SNR scalability are achieved. Section 5 contains the
results of the simulations carried out with the
proposed coding architecture, emphasizing the
robustness features.
2. Background on Wyner–Ziv
Consider the problem of communicating two
correlated random variables X and Y taking values
from a discrete ﬁnite alphabet. Separate entropy
coding allows the communication of these variables
at the rates of RXXHðXÞ and RYXHðYÞ where
HðXÞ and HðYÞ are the entropies of the two
sources. It is obviously possible to do better by
performing joint encoding, taking advantage of the
fact that X and Y are correlated. For this case
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Fig. 2. System level diagram for a network scenario with low complexity encoding and decoding devices.
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region for encoding the sources X and Y is
RX þ RYXHðX;YÞ,
RXXHðXjYÞ,
RYXHðYjXÞ. ð1Þ
In a distributed source coding setting variables X
and Y are separately encoded but jointly decoded.
The Slepian–Wolf theorem [19] states that it is
possible to attain the same achievable region, with a
probability of erroneously decoding X and Y that
goes to zero with increasing block length.
These results were extended to the lossy case by
Wyner–Ziv [10] a few years later (for the case when
Y is known perfectly at the decoder). Again, X and
Y are two correlated random variables. The
problem here is to decode X to its quantized
reconstruction ^ X given a constraint on the distor-
tion measure E½dðX; ^ XÞ  when the side information
Y is available only at the decoder. Let us denote by
RXjYðDÞ the rate-distortion function for the case
when Y is also available at the encoder, and by
RWZ
XjYðDÞ the case when only the decoder has
access to Y. The Wyner–Ziv theorem states
that, in general, RWZ
XjYðDÞXRXjYðDÞ but RWZ
XjYðDÞ¼
RXjYðDÞ for Gaussian memoryless sources and MSE
as distortion measure. In [20] it was proved that for
X ¼ Y þ N, only the innovations N needs to be
Gaussian for this result to hold.
For the problem of source coding with side
information, the encoder needs to encode the source
within a distortion constraint, while the decoder
needs to be able to decode the encoded codeword
subject to the correlation noise N (between the
source and the side information). While, the results
proven by Wyner and Ziv are non-constructive and
asymptotic in nature, a number of constructive
methods to solve this problem have since been
proposed wherein the source codebook is parti-
tioned into cosets of a channel code that is matched
to the correlation noise N. The number of partitions
or cosets depends on the statistics of N. The encoder
communicates the coset index to the decoder. The
decoder then decodes to the codeword in the coset
that is jointly typical with the side information.
Speciﬁcally for the problem at hand, we use the
concepts detailed in [21] and partition the source
codebook into cosets of a multilevel code (as
detailed in our earlier work in [9] and brieﬂy
summarized in Section 3).
3. Background on PRISM
The PRISM video coder is based on a modiﬁed
source coding with side information paradigm,
where there is inherent uncertainty in the state of
nature characterizing the side information (a sort of
‘‘universal’’ Wyner–Ziv framework, see [22] for
details). For the PRISM video coder, the video
frame to be encoded is ﬁrst divided into non-
overlapping spatial blocks of size 8   8. The source
X is then the current block to be encoded, while the
side information Y is the best (motion-compen-
sated) predictor for X in the previous frame(s),
where it is assumed that X ¼ Y þ N. The encoder
quantizes X and then performs syndrome encoding
on the resulting quantized codeword; i.e. the
encoder ﬁnds a channel code that is matched to
the noise N and uses that channel code to partition
the source codebook into cosets of the channel code.
Intuitively, this means that we need to allocate a
number of cosets (therefore, a number of bits) that
is proportional to the noise variance. Such noise can
be modeled as the sum of three contributions:
‘‘correlation noise,’’ due to the changing state of
nature of the video sequence (illumination changes,
camera noise, occlusions), quantization noise, since
the side information available at the decoder is
usually quantized, and channel noise due to packet
losses that might corrupt the side information. The
encoder transmits the syndrome (indicating the
coset for X) as well as a CRC
2 calculated on the
quantization indices. In contrast to traditional,
hybrid video coding, it is the task of the decoder
to perform the motion search, as it searches over the
space of candidate predictors, one by one, seeking a
block from the coset labeled by the syndrome.
When the decoded block matches the CRC, decod-
ing is declared to be successful. In essence, the
decoder tries successive versions of side information
Y until it ﬁnds one that permits successful decoding.
Thus, the computational burden of motion estima-
tion is shifted from the encoder to the decoder, so
that the encoder is on the same order of complexity
as frame-by-frame intra-frame coding.
3.1. Coding strategy
Encoder: The video frame to be encoded is
divided into non-overlapping spatial blocks. (We
choose blocks of size 8   8 in our implementations.)
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process.
1. Classiﬁcation: Real video sources exhibit a
spatio-temporal correlation noise structure
whose statistics are highly spatially varying.
Within the same frame, spatial blocks that are a
part of the scene background are highly corre-
lated with their temporal predictor blocks
(‘‘small’’ N). On the other hand, blocks that are
a part of a scene change or occlusion have little
correlation with the previous frame (‘‘large’’ N).
This motivates the modeling of the video source
as a composite or a mixture source where the
different components of the mixture correspond
to sources with different correlation (innovation)
noise. In our current implementation, we use 16
classes corresponding to the different degrees of
correlation varying from maximum to zero
correlation. These classes range from the SKIP
mode at one hand where the correlation noise is
so small that the block is not encoded at all, to
the INTRA mode at the other extreme, corre-
sponding to high correlation noise (poor correla-
tion), so that intra-coding is appropriate. The
appropriate class for the block to be encoded is
determined by thresholding the scalar mean
squared error between the block and the co-
located block in the previous frame. The thresh-
olds Tp and Tpþ1 corresponding to the pth class
were chosen using ofﬂine training. The corre-
sponding block correlation noise Np vector is
considered in the DCT domain where it is
modeled as a set of independent Laplacian
random variables fN
p
1;N
p
2;N
p
3;...g. The choice of
this model was based on its success as reported
previously in literature [23] and by our experi-
ments on statistical modeling of residue coefﬁ-
cients in the transform domain. These classes
correspond to different quantization/syndrome
channel code choices. The 4-bit classiﬁcation/
mode label for a block, based on the thresholding
of its mean squared error with a co-located block
in the previous frame, is included as part of the
header information for use by the decoder.
2. Decorrelating transform: We apply a DCT on the
source block. The transformed coefﬁcients X are
then arranged in a one-dimensional order by a
doing a zig-zag scan on the two-dimensional
block.
3. Quantization: The scanned transformed coefﬁ-
cients are scalar quantized with the target
quantization step size. The step size is chosen
based on the desired reconstruction quality.
4. Syndrome coding: The quantized codeword se-
quence is then syndrome encoded.
  Multilevel coset codes: Consider the DCT
coefﬁcient X as the source and an m-level
partition (see Fig. 3) of a lattice. At each level
i, a subcodebook is completely determined by
a bit, Bi, for that level and i   1 bits from
previous levels, Bk;1pkpi   1. Encoding
may then proceed by ﬁrst quantizing X to
the closest point in the lattice at level 0, and
then determining the path through the parti-
tion tree to the subcodebook at level m, that
contains the codepoint representing X. The
path will specify the source bits, Bi;1pipm,
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Fig. 3. Multilevel coset coding: partitioning the integer lattice into three levels. X is the source, U is the (quantized) codeword and Y is the
side information. The number of levels in the partition tree depends on the effective noise between U and Y given X.
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number of levels in the partition tree can be
varied based on the estimated variance of the
effective noise between X and Y as shown in
Fig. 4, where for each coefﬁcient Xj we assign
a different number of levels mj. The value of
mj also depends on the class the block belongs
to, as determined in the classiﬁcation step.
  Syndrome generation: The output of the
previous stage can be sent uncoded or can be
further processed in order to reduce the rate.
The most signiﬁcant bits of each DCT
coefﬁcient can be grouped together to form a
binary channel codeword of size n and can
then be passed through a parity check matrix
of an ðn;kÞ linear error correction code
producing in output a syndrome of size n   k
bits. The encoding rate will then be ðn   kÞ=n.
The same procedure can then be applied to
lower bitplanes by changing accordingly the
rate of the error correction codes. It is clear
that low-rate error correction codes, which
usually correspond to stronger error correc-
tion capabilities, will result in higher encoding
rates. Thus, lower levels will require higher
encoding rates, because they will have higher
uncoded probabilities of error, which comes
from the lower correlation with the side
information, and therefore demand stronger
error correction codes. In practice, the choice
of rates (channel codes) for each level should
be done jointly to minimize the end-to-end
expected distortion. Since, the expected dis-
tortion depends on the probability of error, so
a set of error correction codes should be
chosen to achieve a desired probability of
error. This can be done by modeling the test
channel to be characterized by the correlation
noise N which was discussed earlier. The
probability of error can then be calculated
either analytically or empirically based on the
overall noise statistics.
Decoder: For each block the decoder searches
candidate blocks taken from the reference frame to
be used as side information. Usually, candidate
blocks are visited in spiral order starting from the
co-located block in the reference frame. For each of
them the decoded codeword is obtained by perform-
ing multistage decoding that is initiated by decoding
the lowest level and then passing the decoded bit to
the next level. Each decoded bit is passed to
successive levels, until all bits are decoded and an
associated codeword is obtained. At each level, a
syndrome is received from the encoder. This
syndrome can be used to choose a coset of the
linear error correction code associated with that
level, and then perform soft decision decoding
[24,25] on the side information to ﬁnd the closest
codeword within the speciﬁed coset. Thus, for each
candidate predictor a reconstructed version of the
current block is obtained. In order to determine if
this reconstruction is correct, a CRC is computed
from the reconstructed quantized coefﬁcients and it
is compared with the CRC sent by the encoder. If
the CRC matches, decoding is declared successful.
In our simulations we have never found the CRC to
match when the decoded codeword is actually
wrong. We need to emphasize that this method
grants high robustness in face of channel loss. In
fact, when the best motion compensated candidate
predictor is not available, decoding might still
succeed using other candidate predictors taken from
the same reference frame as well as from past
frames.
4. Proposed video multicast solution
Building on the PRISM framework, we propose a
coding scheme that provides spatial and temporal
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video coding. This scalable ﬂavor of PRISM is
designed speciﬁcally to offer good performance in
the face of channel losses.
The proposed architecture is inspired to what has
been chosen to become the future scalable video
coding standard [14], as an extension of H.264/AVC
[4]. First, a multilayer representation of the
sequence is built by spatially downsampling the
original frames. Fig. 1 gives an example where only
two layers are shown. Although the extension to
multiple layer is conceptually straightforward, in
this paper we refer to a two-layer scheme, where the
base layer has half of the resolution of the
enhancement layer. First, the base layer is encoded
using any coding algorithm. Backward compatibil-
ity can be assured at the base layer if a standard
codec is used, i.e. H.264/AVC [4]; H.263+[6] or
MPEG2 [26]. In this work we have adopted an
IBPBP group of pictures (GOP) structure so that
the ﬁrst temporal scalability layer is supported. For
example, if the full spatio-temporal resolution
sequence is CIF@30fps,
3 then by decoding the base
layer only, we obtain a sequence at QCIF@15fps or
QCIF@7.5fps (by skipping the B frames). As
mentioned in Section 1, in this work we will focus
on the case when the encoder does only part of the
motion estimation task and most of the motion
search is performed at the decoder. In fact the
encoder performs motion estimation only at the
base layer resolution, at a fraction of the cost of full
resolution motion search. This is motivated by the
fact that in this paper we are mostly concerned
about robustness to channel loss. To this end, it was
recently shown that the importance of estimating an
accurate motion model at the encoder decreases
when the channel noise increases [18].
The base layer quality can be improved from rate
R1 to rate R1 þ DR1 with a SNR enhancement layer
encoded as explained in Section 4.2, in such a way
that different users can decide to subscribe to the
stream they are interested in according to their
network bandwidth constraints. Like H:263þ we
want to be able to exploit the temporal correlation
at the SNR enhancement layer in order to minimize
the coding efﬁciency loss of MPEG4-FGS. At the
same time we do not want to keep multiple loops at
the encoder tracking different decoder states. Using
PRISM, we encode the enhancement layer based on
the statistical correlation between the original
sequence and the side information, that can be
generated from the SNR enhancement layer of
previously decoded frames as well as from the base
layer of the current frame.
The spatial enhancement layer is encoded on top
of the higher quality base layer with the proposed
distributed source coding approach detailed in
Section 4.3. The frames labeled IP, BP and PP form
the spatial enhancement layer (achieving
CIF@15fps) and these frames can leverage the
base layer as a spatial predictor as well as previously
decoded frames as temporal predictors.
Subsequently, the temporal enhancement layer is
added (frames TP1, TP2) in order to obtain the full
resolution version of the sequence, CIF@30fps. In
both cases, the motion information available in the
base layer is exploited to build the temporal
predictor as will be detailed in Section 4.4. The
main issue here is to tune the estimation of the
statistical correlation based on the temporal dis-
tance between the frame to be encoded and its
reference.
A further SNR scalability layer can be added in
order to improve the quality at full spatial resolu-
tion increasing the target bitrate to R2 þ DR2.
Therefore, in our current implementation we are
able to decode the sequence at two target bitrates
for each spatial and temporal resolution.
The proposed scalable solution inherits the
robustness features of PRISM, when video is
streamed over a noisy channel. Experimental results
(see Section 5) demonstrate that it outperforms
state-of-the-art predictive-based video codecs at
medium to high packet loss rates even when forward
error correcting (FEC) codes are used to prevent
errors. Furthermore, the layered organization of the
bit-stream makes the proposed solution amenable
for unequal error protection (UEP) in order to
further improve its robustness.
4.1. Information theoretic setup
With respect to Fig. 5 we explain the encoding/
decoding of an enhancement layer on top of a base
layer. We consider here an information theoretic
perspective, postponing to the next sections the
description of the actual coding algorithm.
Decoder 1 has a rate constraint of R, while
decoder 2 has a rate constraint of R þ DR. Yb and
Yg are the predictor blocks (from previously
decoded frame(s)) available to decoders 1 and 2,
respectively. Yb and Yg form the side informations
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data at a higher rate, it will have a better predictor
(and hence a better side information) than the
decoder 1. In the case of SNR scalability, Yb and is
generated from previously decoded frames at rate R,
while Yg from previously decoded frame at rate R þ
DR as well as from the same frame decoded at rate
R. The same scenario holds for spatial scalability,
where the rate increment between the base and the
enhancement layer DR is used to increase the spatial
resolution instead of improving the reconstruction
quality. Xb and Xg are the reconstructions of the
source X by decoders 1 and 2, respectively. Xg is a
better reconstruction than Xb.
Heegard and Berger [27] provided the optimal
rate-distortion region for this problem for the case
when DR ¼ 0. Steinberg and Merhav [28] have
recently extended the result of [27] to cover the case
of non-zero DR, where X   Yg   Yb forms a
Markov chain. The Markov chain implies that the
lower rate user’s side information is a degraded
version of the better user’s. The entire optimal rate-
distortion region for this problem is provided in
[28]. In the interests of simplicity, we will restrict
ourselves to one important operating point in this
region. This point corresponds to the case where the
entire rate R can be utilized by decoder 1.
The solution for this case calls for the generation
of two source codebooks C1 and C2. The rate of
codebook C1 is R while that of C2 is DR. The source
X is quantized using C1 and C2 to generate the
codewords U and W, respectively. Conceptually the
decoding process is as follows: the codeword U is
ﬁrst decoded by both decoders. Xb is the reconstruc-
tion by decoder 1 and let X0
g be the reconstruction
by decoder 2. X0
g is a better reconstruction of X than
Xb due to greater estimation gains (because of the
presence of the better side information at decoder
2). Note that this estimation gain comes from
multiple independent looks at the source data [10].
Now, the codeword W is decoded using X0
g as the
side information. Note that it would be sub-optimal
here to assume that the reconstruction by decoder 2
is also Xb and we get a rate rebate by using the
better reconstruction X0
g.
Multiple users: The extension to more than two
users is relatively straightforward. For example, let
there be a third client in the system with a rate
constraint of R þ DR þ DR0. Then we will encode
the R and DR bit-streams just like in the two-client
case while the new DR0 bit-stream will be coded
keeping in mind the better reconstruction that the
third client has after it has decoded the R and DR
bit-streams. This allows to target MGS (medium
granularity scalability).
Unlike the H:263þ encoder, our encoder needs to
maintain a relatively small amount of ‘‘state’’
information relating to the statistical correlation
between the current frame and the different
predictors at the decoders. While details depend
on the exact implementation (e.g. a single scalar
quantity representing the estimated correlation
noise might sufﬁce), the key difference is that in
the predictive coding framework, deterministic
copies of each predictor frame need to be kept in
the encoder state. This allows our algorithm to scale
with the number of users.
4.2. SNR scalability
Fig. 1 shows that two SNR scalability layers are
made available both at the base layer and at the
spatial enhancement layer resolution.
The encoding process of the SNR scalability layer
follows the algorithmic steps of the PRISM codec
described in Section 3. Each block having size 8   8
is encoded independently with the previously
decoded blocks at the decoder serving as the side
information.
As in Section 4.1, let us again consider the case
when the entire rate R can be utilized by decoder 1
(see Fig. 5). As in the single client case, an estimate
of the correlation noise between the block to be
encoded and the side information is needed. For this
purpose we use the frame-difference-based classiﬁ-
cation algorithm described in Section 3.1. Since the
entire rate R can be utilized by decoder 1, the design
of the ﬁrst codebook C1 (using the notation of
Section 4.1) is identical to the single client setup
described in Section 3. The second codebook C2
essentially consists of extra bit-planes that can
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Fig. 5. SNR scalability: decoder 1 subscribes to the base layer
stream at rate R while decoder 2 to both streams at rate R and
DR. Yb and Yg are the side informations respectively available at
the two decoders. Yg is a better side information than Yb.
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the side information Yg (present at decoder 2) is
better than that of Yb (present at decoder 1), these
bit-planes can be further compressed using channel
codes to achieve rate-savings.
At the decoder, the side information can be
obtained either from the decoded base layer at rate
R and/or from the previously decoded frames at rate
R þ DR. The decoding process for the ﬁrst code-
word (U) is identical to that described for the one-
client case in Section 3.1. Each client will indepen-
dently perform motion search to generate side
information that can be used to correctly decode
the codeword. Upon decoding U, decoder 1 will
reconstruct the source X to Xb and decoder 2 will
reconstruct X to X0
g. The decoder 2 now needs to
decode the second codeword (W). At this step, X0
g
will serve as the side information to the decoder.
The decoding process is identical to regular
Wyner–Ziv decoding.
4
4.3. Spatial scalability
In the proposed solution, the spatial enhancement
layer is encoded on top of the higher quality base
layer. As shown in Fig. 1 when it comes to encode
frames IP, PP and BP both the base layer and the
previously decoded frames at the enhancement layer
can serve as side information. Moreover, since the
enhancement layer encoder is not allowed to
perform any motion search, the correlation noise
between the current block and the unknown best
predictor, that will be revealed only during decod-
ing, needs to be computed in a computationally
efﬁcient manner. To this end, in the original (non-
scalable) version of PRISM [7], each block X is
classiﬁed according to the mean square error
computed using as a predictor the block in the
reference frame at the same spatial location, i.e.
using a zero motion temporal predictor, block YTZM.
An ofﬂine training scheme provides an estimate of
the correlation noise for each DCT coefﬁcient based
on the measured MSE and the best motion
compensated predictor that will be available at the
decoder, YTFM.
5 Unfortunately, this method is likely
to fail when there is signiﬁcant, yet simple, motion
such as camera panning. The proposed solution
takes advantage of the existence of the base layer in
two different aspects: as a spatial predictor for those
blocks that cannot be properly temporally pre-
dicted, e.g. because of occlusions, as well as using
the motion vectors available at the coarser resolu-
tion to provide a better estimate of the correlation
noise. The encoding process for the three types of
frames are as follows:
  Frame IP: A spatial predictor is computed by
interpolating the quantized I frame of the base
layer. The prediction residual is quantized and
entropy coded as in H:263þ.
  Frame PP: Spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal
predictors are built using only the coarse motion
vectors of the base layer (see Fig. 6). Then, the
best predictor is chosen according to a MSE
metric and the correlation noise is estimated
based on the statistics collected ofﬂine. The block
is then quantized and encoded as described in
Section 3, sending only the least signiﬁcant bits of
the DCT coefﬁcients as the most signiﬁcant ones
will be recovered using the side information.
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Fig. 6. When encoding block X the encoder has access to its
spatial predictor YS and the coarse temporal predictor YTCM
obtained by scaling the base layer motion vector. At the decoder
also the best motion-compensated predictor YTFM is available as
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no CRCs are required to verify decoding of W.
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that of the PP frame, except for the fact that the
temporal predictor can use the forward and/or
backward motion vectors (bi-directional predic-
tion). The prediction mode as well as the motion
vectors are the same used in the base layer.
At the decoder, the algorithm tests different
predictors until it ﬁnds one that is good enough to
correctly decode the block. If the CRC of the
decoded block matches the one computed at the
encoder side, a decoding success is declared. The
decoder is allowed to use any predictor-spatial,
temporal and spatio-temporal—for the purpose of
decoding the encoded block.
As mentioned above, the correlation between the
block to be encoded and the (unknown) best
predictor (which will be found at the decoder after
a full motion search) needs to be estimated. This is the
task of the classiﬁer. At the encoder, only the motion
information available at the base layer (termed the
‘‘coarse’’ motion vector) is used to provide an
estimate of the correlation. Three different predi-
ction types are allowed—spatial YS, temporal YTCM
and spatio-temporal YSTCM ¼ð YS þ YTCMÞ=2 (see
Fig. 6)—and the best among these choices is
computed based on the ‘‘coarse’’ motion vector.
The classiﬁer works on training sequences. Using the
data collected ofﬂine, the classiﬁer estimates the
correlation statistics between the block to be en-
coded and the best motion compensated predictor
available at the decoder (either spatial YS,t e m p o r a l
YTFM or spatio-temporal YSTFM ¼ð YS þ YTFMÞ=2) for
each type of predictor that can be selected at the
encoder (YS, YTCM and YSTCMÞ.S e eFig. 7 for more
details.
Although only two levels are considered in the
current implementation, the proposed scheme sup-
ports any number of levels of spatial scalability. In
fact, the same concepts can be extended to a
multilayer architecture, where each layer can use
the upper layer as a spatial predictor. Furthermore,
the ratio between the resolutions of two succeeding
layers is not constrained to be 2:1. All that is needed
is an interpolating algorithm that is able to build the
spatial predictor of the appropriate size starting
from the base layer.
4.4. Temporal scalability
Fig. 1 shows that by encoding frames TP1 and
TP2 is possible to get full spatio-temporal resolu-
tion. The encoding of the temporal enhancement
layer is more involved since we can rely only
partially on the information available at the base
layer. Speciﬁcally, we have neither a spatial
predictor available nor a motion ﬁeld that covers
completely the frame to be encoded. For these
reasons we allow only temporal prediction. The
motion ﬁeld is inferred by that available at the base
layer. In our current implementation, the estimation
of the coarse motion ﬁeld for TP1 frames proceeds
as follows. First, the motion ﬁeld of frame BP is
extracted from the base layer by simply scaling the
motion vectors in order to match the spatial
resolution of the enhancement layer. Then, the
motion ﬁeld of frame TP1 is estimated by ‘‘inter-
polating’’ the motion trajectories from BP to IP (or
PP). Fig. 8 gives a pictorial representation of the
algorithm and it shows the different scenarios that
can happen:
  Block a is completely covered by the projection
of block A and no other block overlaps with it.
We apply to block a the scaled version of MVA,
i.e. MVA ¼ MVA/2.
  Block b is only partially covered by the projec-
tion of block B. As before, We apply to block b
the scaled version of MVB, i.e. MVB ¼ MVB/2.
  Block c is covered by the projections of block B
and C. The motion vector of the block that
covers the most is selected; so MVC ¼ MVC/2.
  Block e is covered by the projections of blocks E,
D and F. As before, the block with the widest
coverage, i.e. E, is selected and its scaled motion
vector is assigned to block e.
  Block g is not covered by any block. In this case
we can either use the zero motion vector or assign
a vector that is estimated from its causal
neighbors, i.e. blocks d and e in this case.
Although more sophisticated methods can be used
for this operation, the overall coding algorithm is
not very sensitive to the accuracy of the coarse
motion ﬁeld. In fact the coarse motion vector is used
to determine MSEc. Based on the value of MSEc,
the block is assigned to one of the classes, therefore,
driving the coset bit allocation. Similar values of
MSEc thus lead to the same decision in the
classiﬁcation process.
We have to point out that the backward motion
vector from BP to IP (or PP) might not be available
in the base layer. This can happen in two
circumstances: the block is intra-coded or the block
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available. In the former case, the same policy
adopted for blocks not covered by any projection
is applied. In the latter case, the backward motion
vector is obtained by simply inverting the forward
motion vector.
The estimation of the motion ﬁeld of frame TP2
follows the same algorithm as that for frame TP1.
In this case we can leverage either the backward
motion ﬁeld from PP to IP (or PP) or the forward
motion ﬁeld from BP to PP.
We note that separate statistics of the correlation
noise are collected for each type of frame. This is
due to the fact that the distance between the current
frame and its temporal reference is different for each
type of frame. Hence the accuracy of the estimated
coarse motion ﬁeld varies with frame type (typically
the motion ﬁelds estimated for the frames of type
BP and PP are more precise than for the frames of
type TP1 and TP2).
5. Experimental results
In this section we present results to showcase the
promise of our approach. In Section 5.1 we present
results for SNR scalability, followed by results for
spatial and temporal scalability in Section 5.2. In all
experiments the GOP size is equal to 32 frames.
Therefore, one intra-coded frame is inserted every
16 frames at 15fps or every 32 frames at 30fps.
5.1. SNR scalability tests
We present results for the two client/two rate case
using the ‘‘uplink’’ PRISM framework (i.e. one in
which motion compensation is performed at the
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Fig. 7. Working ofﬂine, the classiﬁer computes a mapping between the residue computed using the ‘‘coarse’’ predictor and the residue
computed using the best predictor obtained from a full motion search. Each block is represented by a circle in one of the nine scatter plots,
according to the prediction type computed using the coarse motion vector available at the encoder (determining the row) and the best
motion vector (determining the column). In each scatter plot, the x-axis is the MSE computed using the coarse motion vector (MSEc),
while the y-axis the MSE computed with the best motion vector (MSEb). MSEb is an aggregate measure of the correlation noise at the
block level and it is not directly used in the actual encoding algorithm. In fact MSEc determines the class a block belongs to (see Section 3).
For each class, the MSE of each DCT coefﬁcient is estimated ofﬂine and used to drive the coset bit allocation.
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison (for Multicast) of scalable PRISM, H:263þ protected with FECs (Reed–Solomon (RS) codes used, 20%
of the total rate used for parity bits) and H:263þ protected with block-based intra-refresh (15% of the blocks are forced to be intra-coded)
for the Football and Stefan sequences. For the FEC case, protection was given only to the base layer.
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version of the H:263þ video coder
6 protected with
FEC and block-based intra-refresh.
For the case of scalable H:263þ protected with
FEC, we use Reed–Solomon (RS) codes with 20%
of the total rate allocated to parity bits.
7 No
unequal error protection scheme is applied in our
simulations, and it is assumed that the same packet
loss rate affects both the base layer and the
enhancement layer. For the case of block-based
intra-refresh, approximately 15% of the blocks are
forced to be intra-coded. In this experiment we used
H:263þ as a benchmark instead of the state-of-the-
art H.264/AVC codec as the former has built in
support for SNR scalability. For our tests, we
restrict ourselves to the case when the entire rate R
can be utilized by the lower rate client (decoder 1 in
Fig. 5).
For the case of SNR scalable PRISM, the
baseline version of PRISM as described in Section
3 is used at the base layer, whereas the algorithm
described in Section 4.2 is employed at the
enhancement layer.
We tested our scheme using a wireless channel
simulator.
8 This simulator adds packet errors to
multimedia data streams transmitted over wireless
networks conforming to the CDMA2000 1X stan-
dard [29].
9 For each SNR layer, a frame is divided
into horizontal slices (four or 16 slices at QCIF/CIF
resolution, respectively) and each slice is sent as a
packet. We assume here that either a packet is
received or it is completely lost. In the latter case we
use a simple error concealment technique by pasting
the co-located blocks taken from the reference
frame.
Fig. 9 shows the performance comparison for the
Football (QCIF, 15fps) and Stefan (QCIF, 15fps)
sequences. As can be seen from Fig. 9, the scalable
PRISM codec is superior to scalable H:263þ as well
as scalable H:263þ protected with FECs by a very
wide margin (5–8dB). Although assigning 20% of
rate to FECs seems to overprotect the video stream,
given the largest packet drop rate being equal to
10%, this is not the case under two important
testing conditions: (a) FECs are computed across
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the total rate used for parity bits) and H:263þ protected with block-based intra-refresh (15% of the blocks are forced to be intra-coded)
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6Free Version of H:263þ obtained from University of British
Columbia.
7Evolving standards for video broadcast over cellular networks
(such as 3GPP) typically allocate extra rate of about 20% for
FECs and/or other error correcting mechanisms.
8Courtesy of Qualcomm, Inc.
9The packet error rates are determined by computing the
carrier to interference ratio of the cellular system.
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packet loss patterns observed in the tested network
conﬁguration are not random, as large bursts of
errors occur in practice. This explains why the
performance of H:263þ protected with FEC drops
even at low packet loss rates.
5.2. Spatial and temporal scalability tests
For tests on spatial and temporal scalability, the
base layer was coded using PRISM and the spatial
and temporal enhancement layers are encoded as
described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. The
proposed system was compared at full spatial
resolution against the H:263þ video codec under
two testing conditions: (a) protected with FECs with
20% of the total rate used for parity bits (RS codes
were used); (b) protected with intra-refresh blocks,
with approximately 15% of the blocks being forced
to be intra-coded. As in Section 5.1, we tested these
schemes using the wireless channel simulator con-
forming to the CDMA2000 1X standard. We
assumed that packet losses hit the base and the
enhancement layer with the same probability.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the performance compar-
ison for the Stefan sequence at 15fps and Football
sequence at 15 and 30fps. The scalable PRISM
implementation clearly out-performs H:263þ in
both conﬁgurations (protected with FECs and
intra-refresh) by a wide margin (up to 6 and 4dB,
respectively, at high packet loss rates for Football).
Fig. 12 shows the reconstruction of a particular
frame (the middle frame of the GOP) of the Stefan
sequence by the proposed scalable PRISM coder
and H:263þ. As can be seen from Fig. 12 the visual
quality provided by the scalable PRISM coder is
clearly superior to that provided by H:263þ. As can
be seen from Figs. 10 and 12, the scalable PRISM
coder is able to provide good quality reconstruction
even when parts of the base layer is lost. This is in
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H:263þ protected with FECs (Reed–Solomon (RS) codes used,
20% of the total rate used for parity bits) and H:263þ protected
with block-based intra-refresh (15% of the blocks are forced to be
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Fig. 12. Comparison of Frame 8 of the Stefan sequence (15fps,
1800kbps) reconstructed by the proposed solution and H:263þ at
a channel error rate equal to 8%. (a) Proposed codec: base layer
only (QCIF). (b) Proposed codec: base layer and enhancement
layer (CIF). (c) H:263þ (CIF).
M. Tagliasacchi et al. / Signal Processing 86 (2006) 3196–3211 3210marked contrast to standard (prediction-based)
scalable video coders where loss of the base layer
often severely affects the video quality.
6. Conclusions
We proposed a fully scalable coding scheme
based on distributed source coding targeting wire-
less video multicast applications. Experimental
results showcase the robustness features of the
proposed approach, showing signiﬁcant objective
and subjective gains with respect to predictive
coders like H:263þ. Currently, we are in the process
of making the codec to work efﬁciently at lower
encoding rates and running extensive tests over
different types of channels to further validate our
approach.
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